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I recently have been having tensions with this cat 

that has been spending a lot of  time on the balcony 

outside my apartment.  I sometimes felt as if  the cat 

was being actively hostile towards me, but this seemed 

ridiculous.  In order to be sure I wanted to bring in 

an animal body language expert to translate that cat’s 

gestures and actions for me.  But then I realized that 

animal body language experts don’t exist, so I just 

decided to interpret the cat’s gestures using logic and 
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Gesture: Meowing at me and following me down the 

stairs.

Meaning in cat language: This is my secret lair, don’t come in here, just keep moving.  

If  you try to steal any of  the dead rodents I have stored there, I will bite you and give you 

rabies.

Gesture: crawling under a parked car when my roommate whistles at him and calls out 

“here Moxie”.

Meaning in Cat Language: I see one of  you has learned my slave name.  I no longer 

answer to Moxie.  Moxie was the name I used when I was blind and weak and ate food out 

of  a can.  Now that I have ears that can hear and eyes that can see and I eat fresh meat I 
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Gesture: Arching his back and snarling at me.

Meaning in cat language: )'9<25EE3)CN2)798)5784O/;2484@B)PD=8)5784OQ4974=8B)AD8)39DN<;)
making me reconsider.

Gesture: Leaving the decapitated head of  a squirrel he ate outside my door.

Meaning in cat language: C);58)=RD4<<;E=B)=RD4<<;E=)5<;)F;E4@49D=B)39D)246?8)A;)7;S8:))/4EE3)
weak human buys his food at the store.  I hunt for my prey in the canyon.

Gesture: Not eating that squirrel head right away so that I have to look at it’s glassy eye 

staring up at me for like two weeks.
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oh the pain.”  If  you were shrunk to 1/10th your size in some sort of  tragi-comic Rick 

Moranis movie style accident, those would be your last thoughts too, only without the part 

about acorns since humans don’t eat acorns. By AR

Not Raining Raining

Free time Go outside /853)47=4F;
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v-neck tee

Bulky rain boots and itchy 

wool sweater

Dinner Invite my friends over for 

a tasty pasta dinner and a 

fall salad
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soup out of  the can
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Napoleon and the Duke 
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but maybe more organiza-

tion could better get your 

thoughts across”

“This is the worst paper 
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might want to think about 

changing your major. Or 

rather, dropping out and 
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-;;I;7F)5@84M484;= Go to a party Give dirty looks to every-

one I see so that no one 

talks to me

/?9UU476 Buy a new piece of  furni-

ture for my living room

Buy a mini fridge and 

microwave so I never have 

to leave my room

Breakfast Tall glass of  orange juice Two Xanax

Life .7P93)E4J; 14EE);M;<397;

By JB

JEFFREY BLUM

The Jeff  you know

ANN-DERRICK GAILLOT

CHRISTOPHER CAHILL

ALEXA ROSS

NATHANIEL FLAGG

ANDA CLARK

The Jeff  who is A STAR
Boring old Alexa YOU CANNOT RESIST

Pathetic, depraved Ann Ann, the vision of  sublime beauty
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and their mother and their other mother 
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you name it! It’s a dog-eat-dog world 

out there, and if  you wanna be ahead 

of  that self-cannibalizing pack, you 
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Pamphlette have put together a little 

example about what a good headshot 

can do for your career. Because even 

if  you are as totally obviously beauti-

ful, attractive, sexy, hot, scrumptious, 

bumptious, throw-us-into-the-back-of-a-
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a-ditch as we are, you still gonna need to 
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so intense, you’ll know you have to get 

a headshot of  your own! Let’s show y’all 

some sexy magic!
What a mess What a MINX!!!

Chris Cahill: childish, boorish, 
an embarrassment at parties

Chris Cahill: PUT IT IN ME!! AM I RIGHT??
Anda, the poster child of  rambunctious 

insecurity, an utter yawn
Greatly improved

By NF


